A Layered Multi-agent Detection Model for Abnormal Intrusion Based on Danger Theory
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Abstract: A layered multi-agent detection model for abnormal intrusion, based on danger theory, is presented according to the research on the danger theory and artificial immunity. The model, with three layers in the frame, conducts the real time monitoring and danger judgment on the host computer and network resource before it recognizes the nonself, and then the danger signal activates the immunity recognition. The danger judgment conducted by cloud model can recognize the harmful self and harmful nonself effectively, which ensures the system safety and improves the performance of detection system. Thus, the probability of misinformation and omission is decreased to some extent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The artificial immunity technique refers to the system that can resist the outside intrusion by simulating the human immunity function on computers. Its emergence has developed the abnormal intrusion detection, which provides the adaptive protection for computers. However, some difficult problems occurred during the research in artificial immunity. The false positive and false negative, for example, are present due to the very definite boundary of traditional self-nonself recognition, as shown in Fig. 1.

The conception danger is defined and a layered multi-agent detection model for abnormal intrusion is provided in this paper using the uncertain transformation model, cloud model. This model can recognize harmful self and harmful nonself of different danger level effectively, which ensures the workability of host computers and network system and improves the detecting efficiency to some extent.

II. CLOUD MODEL

A. General

The cloud model refers to the uncertain conversion model between some qualitative definition and its quantity by linguistic terms [7].

Definition for cloud: suppose $U$ is a quantitative domain with precise values, $C$ is the qualitative definition in the $U$. If the quantitative value performs $x \in U$ and $x$ is a random value of qualitative definition $C$, then the certainty degree of $x$ to $C$, namely $\mu(x) \in [0, 1]$, is a stability-prone random number:

$$\mu: U \rightarrow [0, 1] \quad \forall x \in U \quad x \rightarrow \mu(x)$$

Thus the distribution of $x$ in $U$ is defined cloud, each $x$ called a cloud droplet [8, 9].

The numerical characteristic of one-dimensional normal cloud can be described by the expectation $Ex$, entropy $En$ and excess entropy $He$, briefly written as $C=U(Ex, En, He)$, where $Ex$ indicates the cloud center, specifying the center value of corresponding fuzzy concept; $En$ measures the fuzzy degree of concept whose size can reflect the element number accepted by fuzzy concept in the domain; $He$ indicates the discrete degree, namely the entropy of entropy.

As a complexly new model, the normal cloud model is developed from the normal distribution of probability theory and bell-shaped membership function of fuzzy set, which weakens the precondition of normal distribution. The random factors to determine the uncertainty, for example, can not be evenly small and can interact with each other. The excess entropy is here used to measure the deviation from normal distribution, expanding normal distribution to generalized normal distribution [10]. The change of system parameters chosen in this paper meets the requirements of generalized normal distribution, which can be described by normal cloud model.

B. Cloud Generator and Rule Generator

The cloud generator, briefly named CG, refers to the algorithm modularized by software or inserted in hardware to generate cloud model. The CG establishes the mapping.
relation between qualitative values and quantitative values, basically including the normal cloud generator, backward cloud generator, antecedent cloud generator and consequent cloud generator, as shown in Fig. 2. The arithmetic for the four cloud generators above can be found in [7].

Fig. 2 Cloud generators

The single rule under single condition can be expressed as if A then B, where A and B are qualitative concepts. The single rule can be made if one antecedent cloud generator is connected with another consequent one as shown in Fig. 3, which is called single condition single rule generator.

III. DANGER JUDGMENT

The cloud model is introduced to conduct transformation between qualitative concepts and quantitative values, because the judgment on danger levels, such as dangerous, moderately dangerous, moderately safe and safe, is uncertain, while the data resource of host computer and network is quantitative.

Definition 1 : Cloud of system resource variables: CLOUD=SV, Ex, En, He, f, n>

where \( SV = S_h \cup S_n \) denotes the variable of system resource; \( S_h \) is the variable set of monitored host computer, \( S_h = \{C, M, S, I, \ldots \} \), where \( C \) represents occupancy rate of CPU, \( M \) is occupancy rate of RAM, \( S \) is number of exchange space available, \( I \) is operation of I/O; \( S_n \) indicates the variable set of monitored network resource, \( S_n = \{D, L, W, F, \ldots \} \), where \( D \) is network delay, \( L \) is package loss rate, \( W \) is bandwidth, \( F \) is flow. \( n \) denotes the number of cloud droplets.

The cloud of system resource variables defined here refers to multi-dimensional cloud because the variable set \( SV \) includes many resource variables. The single rule under multi conditions (If A1,A2,... Then B), generally the multi-dimensional cloud generator, is suitable to calculate the multi-dimensional cloud of system resource. However, a great number of multi dimension clouds will be needed if all the linguistic terms are described in the multi-dimensional domain of space related to antecedent, which is too complicate to realize. Thus, the Boolean calculation of cloud model can be used to simplify the multi-dimensional cloud into the complex of many one-dimensional clouds, if the linguistic terms under multi conditions are too complicate, which realizes the qualitative reasoning by:

\[
CLOUD = Cloud_{SV_1} \cap Cloud_{SV_2} \cap \cdots \cap Cloud_{SV_p}
\]

where \( p \) denotes the variable number of \( SV \), \( \cap \) not the simple logic \( \text{And} \), but the conceptual calculation of cloud model to \( \text{soft And} \).

The simplified one-dimensional clouds are calculated one by one as follows.

Firstly, the danger levels are classified as \{dangerous, moderate dangerous, common dangerous, moderate safe, safe\}. Secondly, the system resource variables are sampled according to the responding danger level. Finally, the backward normal cloud algorithm is used to compute the numerical characteristics (Ex, En, He) of danger level variables.

Algorithm for one-dimensional backward cloud (take variable \( C \) for example):

Input: sample point \( c_i \) where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \).
Output: (Ex, En, He).

Algorithm steps:

1. the sample mean \( \bar{c} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \) and sample variance \( S^2 = \frac{1}{m-1} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (c_i - \bar{c})^2 \) of set \( c_i \) are calculated.
2. \( Ex = \bar{c}_1 \)
3. \( En = \frac{\pi}{2} \times \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i - En' \) \( | Ex | \)
4. \( He = \sqrt{S^2 - En^2} \).

The numerical characteristics of each one-dimensional cloud are computed by the algorithm above, and then a group of numerical characteristics (Ex, En, He) is determined, where \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, p \). Thus, the one-dimensional cloud for each danger level is obtained.

The rule generators are created according to the single rule under multi conditions, as shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, some rules are specified as follows:

Rule 1: If occupancy rate of CPU is high and that of RAM is high, then the danger level of system is high.

Rule 2: If occupancy rate of CPU is high and network flow is large, then the danger level of system is high.

Rule 3: If occupancy rate of CPU and RAM is low and network flow is small, then the danger level of system is low.

Rule 4: If CPU operates fast and occupancy rate of RAM is moderate, then the danger level of system is low.

......

Fig. 3 Single rule under single condition
Fig. 4 Danger-perceivable cloud rule generator
Default rule: If the input rule is not among the ones above, then the system is safe.

The designed detection rules should cover all the input cases so that the detection system can be kept stable. After the rule design is finished, the qualitative rules will be mapped to the quantitative variables, and the cloud rule generator is used to realize these predefined rules [11]. The system resource variables are sampled in a longer time, and the numerical characteristics of each system resource variable are calculated by one-dimensional backward cloud. Then the membership degree of one-dimensional cloud to danger level is computed, and thus the danger level of sample can be obtained by the detection rules.

IV. MODEL STRUCTURE AND SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Layer structure of model

Base on danger theory of immunity and intelligent agent technique, a structure of network detection system on abnormal intrusion is provide in this paper to monitor and detect the distributed network architecture, as shown in Fig. 5.

(1) Layer of danger perception

Compared with traditional immunity-based intrusion detection system, the layer of danger perception is added into the new system before the traditional self-nonself is recognized, which learns from the way that the doctors diagnose the patients. When viruses or other processes intrude the host computers or network, some symptoms such as network congestion, high package loss rate and high occupancy rate of CPU or slow response will emerge. The danger level is judged by monitoring host computers and network resource, and then a danger signal is created to activate the immunity recognition.

(2) Layer of immune recognition

The mature detector is activated after it receives the danger signal from the layer of danger perception, and then the self-nonself is recognized to determine the harmful self and harmful nonself.

(3) Layer of immune response

The layer of immunity response reacts to the detected intrusion. Whether interaction with user is conducted and any measure is taken or not depends on the rules established in advance.

B. Design of layered multi-agent system

Each host computer in this system model introduces an immunity agent (IA) which acts like a lymphocyte of human body, and the whole network is just like human body. The IA is made up of a multi-agent system, as shown in Fig. 6.

Definition 2: Immunity agent IA=<ID, MAS, KB, AB>

where ID denotes the identification of IA; MAS means multi-agent system that makes up the immunity agent, \(MAS=>\{MA, GA, AgBA, DA, DMA, RA, CA\}\); KB is the knowledge base of immunity agent; AB indicates the detector base.

(1) Monitoring agent (MA): It is responsible to conduct a real-time monitoring on system resource of host computers and network. The resource variable cloud of each danger level can be obtained by cloud model through initial learning. And then sampling regularly system resource and judging danger level are performed. The danger signal will be sent if danger is determined.

![Diagram of layered multi-agent detection model](image)

Fig. 6 Layered multi-agent detection model for abnormal intrusion based on danger theory

The monitoring agent involves the cloud calculating and detection rule generating, so the cloud controller, a key component, is needed to be designed, whose basic fundamental is shown in Fig. 7.

![Diagram of basic fundamental of cloud controller](image)

Fig. 7 Basic fundamental of cloud controller

The cloud controllers control various signals from intrusion detection system by cloud rule generators, involving the following steps:

1. determine the input variables and output variables of cloud controller;
2. design the control rules of cloud controller, including content and quantity of rules.
3. select the expression types of antecedent cloud and consequent cloud;
4. determine the parameters of cloud controller (such as quantitative factor and numerical characteristics) and the domain for input and output variables;
5. design the control algorithm of cloud controller;
6. select the suitable sampling time and the quantity of sample point, which directly affects the cloud quality. The larger the point quantity is, the smaller the error will be.

(2) Generating agent (GA): It is responsible to collect the normal behavior information of the network and host computers. The initial detectors are generated randomly before the mature detectors are created by negative selection algorithm.

Definition 3: Mature detector \(D=<Gene, B_T, L_T, S>\)

where Gene \(=g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n\) denotes gene coding of the detector, \(n\) being the gene number, \(g_i (1 \leq i \leq n)\) as gene being a meaningful string such as protocol type, port number, resource/destination IP address, \(g_i \in \{0,1\}^k, k\) being the length of \(g\); \(L_T=n*T\)
(n=0,1,2,...) indicates the lifetime of detector, T being the unit lifecycle of detector; \(B_T\) is the generation time of detector; \(S\) means the activation flag of detector.

(3) Antigen-presenting agent (AgBA): This agent is activated by the received danger signal, and then characteristics of the host computer and network in current system is extracted and coded.

Similar to the gene coding of mature detector, the antigen can be defined as \(Ag=a_1a_2...a_n, a_i\in\{0,1\}\). The antibody shares the same string length and data structure with antigen.

(4) Detecting agent (DA): The presented antigen is detected by modified r-contiguous matching algorithm [12]. If the matching number reaches the activation threshold, the immunity response is conducted and upgraded into a memory detector.

The matching function between detector and antigen is

\[
\text{Match}(D,Ag) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} P_i, \quad P_i = \begin{cases} 
1, & g_i = a_i \\
0, & \text{others} \end{cases}
\]

The affinity function is \(f(D,Ag) = \text{Match}(D,Ag)/N'\), where \(N'\) denotes the gene number of detectors or antigens.

(5) Decision-making agent (DMA): It is responsible to conduct a decision-making on detection results, and then judge by user-made interaction rules whether it interacts with users or not.

(6) Responding agent (RA): It takes the responding measures by the decision from RA.

(7) Communicating agent (CA): It is mainly responsible to conduct communication among AIS agents to improve the operation efficiency and detection accuracy of model and detect effectively the coordinated attacks.

C. Processing flow of multi-agent system

The following steps are generally performed in this system to conduct the detection and interaction inside AIS agent and among AIS agents:

(1) \(GA\) generates initial detector randomly and trains its tolerance by self set, thus creating mature detectors;

(2) \(MA\) conducts a real-time collection on the system resource data of host computers and determines the danger level by cloud model. If danger exists, a danger signal will be sent to activate \(AgBA\);

(3) After \(AgBA\) is activated, characteristics of the host computer behaviors of current system is extracted and coded by gene chip based binary. Then the presented antigen dada are sent to \(DA\).

(4) \(DA\) firstly takes quick recognition on the presented antigen dada by memory detector. The mature detector will be used if recognition fails. \(DMA\) will be immediately informed if the nonself is found, and then \(AB\) will be optimized according to the detection results.

(5) \(DMA\) activates the response agent according to the danger level of intrusion. If danger signals exist but detector can’t recognize nonself, the \(CA\) will communicate with other \(IA\) and send presented antigen dada to it to seek for effective antigen detector, then renewing the local detector set.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces the danger theory and multi agent technique into the intrusion detection, and then presents a layered multi-agent detection model for abnormal intrusion based on danger theory. The new model provided in this paper attempts to ensure the usability of host computers and network. The model can recognize effectively the harmful self and harmful nonself, according to the hazard of outside intrusion on the host computers and network judged by cloud model. The model can decrease the probability of omission and misinformation, which ensures the usability of host computers and network, and improves detection performance of system. However, only the system variable related with system usability is considered because the cloud model can’t solve completely the problems to quantize and sample the system resource variables. In the future research, further consideration on the integrity and security of system will be taken, and the types of system variable should be increased and optimized.
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